Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) for the therapy of autoimmune disorders.
The weight of evidence from numerous clinical studies supports the use of IVIG, particularly at higher doses, in the treatment of a wide range of autoimmune disorders. Extensive experience has documented the safety of IVIG therapy but its present relatively high cost necessitates firmly establishing its efficacy. There is an acute need to define those disease states where IVIG is indicated and effective. Large-scale, possibly multicentered, clinical trials employing rigorous controls will resolve these questions. Concurrent fundamental immunologic studies will elucidate the mechanisms underlying the clinical effects. We are experiencing an exciting new era of effective immunotherapies and intravenous gamma-globulin preparations have already secured an important place in the therapeutic armamentarium. While one must guard against unsubstantiated applications, critical exploration of new uses for this unique product is warranted.